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• Investigate trade space for Detect and Avoid (DAA) Well Clear 
definition for UAS with low cost, size, weight, and power (Low 
C-SWaP) sensors that detect and track non-cooperative aircraft
• Recommend candidate DAA Well Clear (DWC) definition(s) 
for the SC-228 to consider
Objectives
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• Between non-cooperative aircraft and UAS with low C-SWaP
sensors that are
– Below 10,000 ft and above 500 ft AGL
– During extended operations in classes D, E (non-terminal), or G (non-
terminal), or
– During transit operations in classes B and C 
– For UAS within a certain speed range
Scope	of	DWC	Applicability
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• Preliminary Results: December 5, 2017 at SC-228 F2F





• Unmitigated collision risk
– The probability of a near mid-air collision (NMAC) given a loss of DWC
– Denoted as P(NMAC|LoWC)
• Maneuver initiation point
– Latest point for ownship to maneuver to maintain DWC
• Bearing, elevation, range, and closure rate distribution of 
intruders at the Loss of Well Clear (LoWC)














• DWC types and threshold values (* for threshold)
– DWC1: h*, HMD*, modTau*
– DWC2: h*, HMD*, tpz*
– DWC3: Static hockey puck: h*, R*
– DWC4: Dynamic hockey puck: h*, R*(rdot) = a* +  rdot x b*
DWC	Definitions
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Type h*	(ft) HMD*	(ft) modTau*	(sec)
DWC1 450 [1000,	9000] [0,	35]
Type h*	(ft) HMD*	(ft) Tpz*	(sec)
DWC2 450 [1000,	9000] [0,	35]
Type h*	(ft) R*	(ft)
DWC3 450 [1000,	9000]
Type h*	(ft) a*	(ft) b*	(sec)











































































• Modified Tau DWC
– Total 45 settings
– ModTau threshold (5 levels): 0, 8, 15, 25, 35 (sec)
– HMD threshold (9 levels): 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000, 
6500, 9000 (ft.)
– Altitude threshold (1 level): 450 (ft)
• Time to Protected Zone (TPZ) DWC
• Static Cylinder DWC
• Dynamic Cylinder DWC
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• P(NMAC|LoWC) is between 2% and 5%
– Phase 1 P ~ 2.2%
– Previous Lincoln Lab work recommended 5%
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• Head-on, co-altitude encounter
• Only horizontal maneuver is considered
• Constant roll rate, steady-state turn rate, ownship speed, and intruder speed
• 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = 𝑓	 𝐷𝑊𝐶, 	𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝	𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑, 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑟	𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
• UAS (Ownship) speed 40 to 100 kts







































– Phase 1 VFR traffic
– Same encounter set used to define SARP WCV definition
• Enables comparison with previous results
– Encounters are between two aircraft, where one or both aircraft do not 
have transponders, or both are VFR (1200 code)
– Looking at full encounter set (<300 kts) and subset of encounters with 






– P(NMAC|LoWC) vs. R* using ACES










– Altitude	- at	or	below	10,000	ft mean	sea	level	(MSL)	
– Altitude	– at	or	above	500	ft MSL
• Additional	filters	to	be	implemented	
– Airspace	class







• Can Phase 1 UAS have an alternative DWC for non-
cooperative aircraft? Can a single DWC be defined for both 




• Well clear trade study (Fast Time 1)
– Preliminary Results briefing: December 5, 2017 at SC-228 F2F
– Final results briefing: February 20, 2017
• Alerting and surveillance uncertainty (Fast Time 2) 
– Planning starts in December 2017
– Data collection May 2018
– Final results September 2018
• HITL 
– Planning starts in April 2018
– Data collection October 2018
– Final results February 2019
• Closed loop (Fast Time 3)
– Planning January 2019
– Data collection June 2019
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Intruder	Aircraft Transponder Equipage Percentage
Cooperative AC 1 ADS-B Out	(1090	or	UAT) 71%*

















• Airspace Concept 
Evaluation System 
(ACES) and JADEM 
Fast-time Simulation 
Framework
– Simulate NAS-wide air 
traffic operations of UAS, 
IFR, and VFR traffic
Cooperative	Traffic
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